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The relationship of the risk -retum trade-o百isthe heart of equilibrium asset pricing theories. 
The capital asset pricing model (CAPM) is a theory of determining equilibrium prices of capital 
assets， inwhich a systematic factor plays a key role. Markowitz'[1952] mean-variance analysis 
of portfolio theory laid the groundwork for the CAPM. It was originally developed 
independently by Sharp [1964]， Lintner [1965] and Mossin [1966] (the Sharp-Lintner・Mossin
form of the capital asset pricing model) and has been extended to a variety of forms (often called 
nonstandard forms of the CAPM) incorporating more realistic phenomena by modifシingthe 
stringent assumptions underlying it. 
Financial economics is one of the most empirical disciplines in economics. Much of the 
work in this field approaches theoretical issues in a positive context. The empirical， but 
nonexperimental nature requires introducing model-based statistical inference to positive analysis. 
During the past decade the use of econometric methods in finance has dramatically increased， 
• Financial suppo口合omGrant-in-Aid for Scientific Research (C) of Japan Society for the Promotion of 
Science (JSPS) under the Ministry of Education， Culture， Sports， Science and Technology (MEXT) is 
grate釦lyacknowledged. 
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paralIeling rapid expansion of global financial markets. Financial econometrics is essential for 
testing theories of determining asset prices. 
Another feature of financial economics is that uncertainty plays a crucial role in both theory 
and its empirical implementation. To understand how the impacts of uncertainty on market 
prices of assets are involved in the theory and how its uncertainty is reflected in the regression 
models used to test the theoretical impIications is important for an adequate treatment of financial 
巴conometrics.
The purpose of this paper is to consider the theoretical implications of the CAPM and 
examine the issues of testing an ex-ante expectational model by using ex-post data. In Section 
I， mean-variance efficiency of the CAPM ispresented on the ground of the Markowitz mean-
variance approach to portfolio analysis. In Section m， the theoretical implications ofthe CAPM 
are examined. In Section IV， the single-index model as a return generating process is introduced 
and an estimable theoretical model is derived by incorporating the CAPM and the single-index 
model. In Section V， two types of procedures to test the CAPM are explained. FinalIy， as
concluding remarks of this paper， some of the empirical resuIts are presented and testing problems 
of the CAPM are pointed out. 
I. The CAPM and Mean-Variance Efficiency 
The CAPM has been developed企omthe Markowitz mean-variance approach to portfolio 
analysis. The concept of mean-variance efficiency is the key to considering the CAPM and its 
testable theoretical implications. Mean-variance efficiency stems from the theory of rational 
choice under uncertainty， that is， the expected utility maxim. How investors construct their 
optimal portfolios analyzed by the mean-variance approach， which postulates that security returns 
are normalIy distributed and investor behavior can be represented by the expected utility function.1 
From the utility function， non-satiation about wealth (i.e. more wealth is preferred to less) and 
risk-averse investors are assumed. Then， an optimizing behavior of investors is that they prefer a 
higher expected return to a lower one， other things been equal， and a lower level of risk to a 
greater level with a given expected rate of retum， which is referred to as the dominance principle. 
'For a more detai!ed technical discussion ofthe two fundamental assumptions underlying the mean-variance 
approach， se Munechika [2002c]. 
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Portfolios that satisfシthedominance principle are mean-variance efficient. The Markowitz 
mean-variance e伍cient合ontieris the efficient set of portfolios with risky securities that satisfies 
the dominance principle， which is depicted as a thick curve in Figure 1. 
The CAPM isderived企oma linear efficient frontier extended企omthe Markowitz efficient 
合ontierby aIIowing risk企eeassets to be included in portfolios. By introducing the possibiIity to 
hold a riskfree security in portfoIio and the assumption of borrowing and Iending at the risk合ee
rate， the new e伍cientset with a risk仕eesecurity becomes a linear efficient合ontier，which is 
caIled the capitaI market line (CML). 
The CML Ieads aI investors to invest in the same risky asset portfoIio ofpoint M in Figure 1. 
Point M is the point of tangency to the e釘icientset of risky securities. It provides the investor 
with the best possible oppoロunitiessince it offers the highest ratio of expected excess return on 
the risky security (E(RM) -RF) to risk σM' The expected excess retum on the risky security is 
known as a risk-premium. This implies that the investor would always choose the risky security 
of point M. Regardless of the investor's preference， he would never choose any other point on 
the e伍cient企ontiercreated by Markowitz diversification. Only one point M of the efficient set 
remains efficient and the others become ine伍cient.
In generaI， the tangency portfolio represented by point M is referred to as the market 
portfolio. Why ispoint M the market portfolio? When investors perform portfolio analysis， 
they must estimate the expected returns and variances for individual securities and the covariances 
between combinations of securities before calculating the efficient set of ris匂 securities.
Although the possibiIity exists of variation among different investors' estimates， their estimates 
might not vary much合omother investors' estimates. This is because alI investors would use the 
? ?。 。
same information to form their expectations in an efficient market.2 Under such homogeneous 
expectations， Figure 1 would be the same for al investors and they would hold the portfolio of 
risky securities represented by point M. The portfolio that al investors hold is a market-valued 
weighted portfolio of al existing securities， which is called the market portfolio. 
Therefore， alrisk-averse investors hold combinations of only two portfolios on the CML: the 
market portfolio and a risk企eeasset. This tendency is known as the two mutual fund theorem. 
It maintains that， inthe presence of a riskfree security， the optimal risky portfolio indicated by 
point M can be uniquely selected without any knowledge of investors preferences. Therefore， 
investors can separate their decision of selecting the efficient portfolio into two stages. In the 
first stage is the investor calculates the efficient set of risky securities， depicted by a curved thick 
line and then determines point M. The second stage is to determine how the investor will 
combine point M with the risk合eesecurity depending on his risk preference. The two mutual 
fund theorem is also referred to as the separation theorem because of this division of the 
investment decision企omthe financing.3 
Since al efficient portfolios combining the market portfolio and a risk企eeasset lie on the 
CML， their portfolio retums have perfectly positively correlated systematic fluctuations in the 
market. That is， portfolio risks presented along the CML only contain market risk. This means 
that the specific risks of individual securities will be offset by the unique variability of the other 
assets making up the portfolio， thus the portion of unsystematic (specific) risk has diversified 
away to zero. This point leads to the CAPM， which provides an explicit formula for the trade-off 
between the expected retum and market (undiversifiable， orsystematic) risk. 
m. The Security Market Line 
An investor holding a well-diversified portfolio considers the variance of his portfolio's 
retum as the measure ofhis portfolio risk. However， he is no longer interested in the variance of 
each securiザsretum because it can be eliminated through diversification. Now the investor 
would be interested in the contribution of an individual security to the risk of a well-diversified 
portfolio， inother words， inthe market risk of the individual security. This is measured by beta 
2 In capital market theory， the financial market is assumed to be e百icientin the sense that prices always '古ly
reflect" available information. The term "釦lyreflect" means that al the informationぬlyutilized in 
determining equilibrium prices (or expected retums) on securities. Sharp [1964， p.433] assumed the 
homogeneity of investor expectations. This assumption is inseparable from the eficient market hypothesis 
(EMH). See Munechika [2002a， 2002b] for a more detailed discussion about the EMH. 
3 Tobin [1958] first presented this proof for the case in which the riskfree rate is zero (cash). 
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(β)， which represents the sensitivity of a change in the retum of an individual security to the 
change in retum ofthe market portfolio. Beta can be defined as: 
Cov(R;，RM)一σ
(1) 点 2 一一τ
σMσM 
where Cov(R;，RM) is the covariance between the retum on security i and the retum on the 
z market portfolio M， and σM. is the variance ofthe market retum. 
Total portfolio risk consists of diversifiable (specific) risk and undiversifiable (market， or 
systematic) risk. According to the two mutual fund theorem， everybody will hold a portfolio 
combining the market portfolio and the riskfree assets. The market portfolio only contains 
market risk and the risk企eeasset does not contain risk (variance of the expected retum). Thus， 
the risk of al portfolios of investments only contains market risk， which is perfectly positively 
correlated to their expected portfolio retum because the CML is depicted as a straight line in 
Figure 1. That is， al portfolios of investments must lie along a straight line in expected retum-
beta space as shown in Figure 2. 
The straight line can be identified by taking onlyれ町opoints. Under the assumptions of the 
CAPM， everybody will hold the market portfolio. Thus， we will choose the market portfolio 
with a beta of one as one point and the intercept as the second point. In general， the equation of a 
straight line has the form 
(2) y=α+bx 
In this case， y = E(R;) and x =点 Onepoint on the line is the market portfolio whose beta 
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coefficient is one. Thus， 
E(RM) =α+b(l) 
(3) b = E(RM )-a 
Another point on the line is the riskfree asset whose beta coefficient is zero. Thus， 
E(RF) = RF =α+b(O) 
(4) a=RF 
Putting these together and substituting equations (3) and (4) into equation (2) yields 
(5) E(R;) = RF +点[E(RM)-RFl
Equation (5) is the mathematical model of the CAPM， which is depicted as the security market 
line (SML) in Figure 2. The CAPM is an expectational (ex-ante) model for a single period. It 
implies that the expected retum on security i islinearly related to its beta. Hence， the CAPM 
demonstrates a positive relation between beta and the expected rate of retum， which is required in 
order to a社ractinvestors. 
The CAPM can be compactly expressed in terms of expected excess retum in lieu of 
expected retum. 
(6) E(具)-RF=民[E(RM)-RF 1 
When expected excess return E(Z;) = E(~) -RF' then we get 
(7) E(Z;) = β~mE(ZM) 
where ZM is the expected excess return on the market po口folio. Therefore， using equation (1)， 




Equations (1) and (8) are equivalent since the risk企eerate is treated as being nonstochastic.4 
The SML tels us the relationship between expected reωrn on an individual security and beta 
of the security in equilibrium. More precisely， itclarifies the relationship between the beta of 
any asset and its equilibrium expected return. This means that the CAPM expected return-beta 
relationship applies not only to portfolios but also single assets. To shed light on this point， we 
suppose two risky securities， i and j， and a portfolio P consisting of securities i and j. In 
the portfolio P， a proportionαis invested in security i and the remaining proportion (l α) 
4 On the contrary， inempirical implementations， proxies for the riskfre rate RF are stochastic and thus the 
beta can di宜er. Therefore， empirical work often employs excess returns and thus uses equation (8). See 
Campbell， Lo and MacKinlay [1997]， p.182. 
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is invested in security j. 
The retum on the portfolio Rp is given by 
(9) Rp =αR; +(1 α)Rj 
By taking expectations of equation (9)， we have the expected retum on portfolio: 
(10) 叫ん)=αE(R;)+ (1-α)E(Rj) 
Since the beta ofthe portfolio is deIIned as its covariance with the market portfolio， we can get 
、 ， ???? βCov(Rp，ん) Cov(αR; +(lα)Rj，RM) 
p - 2 - 2 
σMσM 
by using equation (9). 
The following property of covariance can be applied to compute equation (11). 
Cov(αX +bY，Z)=αCov(X，Z) +bCov(Y，Z) 
In this case， aX + b Y =aR; + (1一α)叱， Z = RM . Therefo民
(12) 
。一 αC仰 (]¥，RM)+(1-α)C仰 (Rj，RM)
I-'P 角
σM 
C仰 (]¥，RM).11 _.¥ Cov(Rj，RM) ;M+(lα) 'J; 
σMσM 
αβ'; +(1 α)βj 
where a =α， X =]¥， b = (1α)， and Y = Rj・ Asshown in equations (10) and (12)， both the 
expected retum and the beta of the portfolio consisting of securities i and j are linear 
combinations of the expected 印刷msand betas， respectively， of the underlying securities. As a 
result， the SML in expected retum-beta space is depicted as a linear relationship between the beta 
of any security and its expected retum in equilibrium. 
The CAPM asserts that al securities must lie on the SML in market equilibrium. This 
implies that there is no arbitrage oppoロunityin the market. For example， ifsecurity i 's
expected retum lies above the line at IL' an investor could get a higher expected retum at IL than by 
holding a mixture with half of the risk企eesecurity and half in the market portfolio at the same 
level ofbeta， 0.5. Then， everybody would want to buy security i. Conversely， ifsecurity j 's
expected return lies below the line at JH， the investor could get a higher expected retum on j for 
the same beta by borrowing 50 cents for every dollar of his own money and investing in the 
market portfolio. Therefore， there is nobody who wants to hold security j. Security j is 
priced too high at JH because its expected retum is below the rate ofret山首thatinvestors require to 
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induce them to accept its market risk. 5 
However， the above situation cannot continue for a long time. So long as arbitrage 
opportunities exist， the price of security i will rise企ombuying pressure， while the price of 
security j will fal企omselling pressure in the market. These price readjustments lead the 
expected returns of i and j to their required rate of retum positions at point IE and point JE on 
the SML. Thus， each and every security must lie on the SML under no arbitrage condition in 
equilibrium.6 
In short， Sharpe [1991， p.499] summarizes the key implications of the CAPM as follows. 
First， the market portfolio will be an ex-ante mean-variance efficient since it is located on the 
Markowitz efficient合ontier. Second， al efficient portfolios will be equivalent to investment in 
the market portfolio plus， possibly， lending or borrowing the risk合eeasset. Third， there will be a 
linear relationship between expected retum and beta. 
As we have already discussed， the assumptions underlying the first implication of the CAPM 
are the same ones of the mean-variance analysis. The second implication is based on the 
assumptions of homogeneous expectations， unlimited borrowing and lending at the risk仕切 rate.
The third implication is supported by perfectly competitive capital market， which has no 
transaction costs.7 
N. The Single-Index Model 
The CAPM is an expectational model expressing relationships among expected retums for a 
single period. However， we can't observe these expectations directly. Theoretically， the value 
of the beta coefficient is to be interpreted as ex ante value based on probabilistic beliefs about 
future security retums. Hence， implementation of the CAPM that does not include a time 
dimension requires adding the assumptions conceming the retum generation process (the time-
series behavior of retums) and estimating the model over time. Although Sharp [1991， p.497] 
mentions that there are no assumptions about the reωm generation process in the CAPM， and thus， 
its results are completely consistent with any such process， his initial approach to po口folio
5 The relationship between the expected retum of a security and its market price is given by : 
E(R) = (expected capital gain or los + expected cash dividends)/purchase price at the market 
As the market price of the security increases， other things being equal， the expected re旬mdecreases， and 
vlce versa. 
6 Black [1972， p.444] points out that the length ofthe period for which the model applies is not specified. 
7 More specifically， there are another assumptions such as infinitely divisible assets， the absence of personal 
income tax， unlimited short sales， and al marketable asets. See Elton and Gruber [1995]， p.295. 
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selection supposed the single index model was a reωm generating process.8 
In general， the retum on any security R; consists of two parts: the expected pa此sof the 
retum E(Rj) and the unexpected part ofthe retum U;: 
(13) 具=E(R;)+U; 
The unexpected part of the retum can be divided into two components: a systematic risk m;， 
which is the impact of unanticipated macro events， and specific risk e;， which is the impact of 
unanticipated firm-specific events. 
(14) Rj = E(Rj)+mj +ej 
The expected values of m; and e; are zero since both express the impact of unanticipated events， 
which by definition must average out to zero. 
Different fmns can be differently affected by macro events， which implies that they have 
di任erentsensitivities to macroeconomic events. If we denote the unanticipated components of 
the macro factor by F and the sensitivity of security i to macro events by beta 兵，then 
(15) R; = E(R;) +兵F+e;
where m;二点F. Equation (15) is referred to as a single-factor model.9 
The unanticipated change in the systematic factor F is a surprise in the retum on the market 
expressed as RM -E(RM). 
(16) べ= E(R，) +民[RM-E(RM)] + e， 
E(R， -βi，RM)+β;RM +e; 
(17) R; =α;+β';RM+e; 
where a; is an intercept term equal to E(R; β;RM) . That is to say， the retum on the stock 
Rj can be divided into three components: a constant a;， a component proportional to the retum 
on a market indexβ~RM and a random and unpredictable component弓 Theintercept term 
a; is the expected value of the component of security i 'sretum that is independent of the 
market's performance. The beta coe伍cient月 isspecific for each security and measures the 
security's sensitivity to the market. The random component弓 representsthe deviation of the 
retum on the security企omits expected value. Equation (17) is the basic equation of the single-
index model based on the notion that the correlation structure of security retums is due to a single 
8 The single-index model was originally developed by Sharpe [I963]， inwhich the model was called the 
diagonal model. 
9 When ituses the market index as a proxy for the only systematic factor， it is called a single-index model. 
See Bodie， Kane and Marcus [1999]， pp.282・283.
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common inf1uence or index.1O It states that security retums are linearly related to the return on a 
market portfolio. 
The assumptions behind the single-index model are as follows. First， the expected values of 
e; are zero. 
(18) E(e;)=O 
Second， the impacts of unanticipated firm-specific events on the 印刷mson the securities (i.e. 
specific risk) are independent of the retums on the market. It means that， on average， whether 
the unpredictable component of the security retum is positive or negative is unrelated to whether 
the retum on the market is high or low. This assumption can be expressed in teロnsof 
covariances between e; and RM 
(19) Cov(e;RM) = E[(e; -O)(RM -RM )]ニ E[ei(RM -RM )] = 0 
where RM is the average 印刷m on the market. T凶 d，for any two securities i and j， the 
random and unpredictable components oftheir retums弓andちareuncorrelated with each other. 
This is the assumption of no autocorrelation. 
(20) Cov(ei，ej) = E[(ei -O)(ej -0)] = E(ei，e) = 0 
This implies that the error弓inpredicting the retums on secぽityi isindependent of the e汀or
ej in predicting the retums on security j， and thus the only reason securities vary together is due 
to a common co・movementwith the market. 
The advantage of using the single-index model as a retum generating process is to enable 
investors greatly to relieve the problem of implementation by reducing dramatically the number of 
parameters they must estimate. This advantage stems合omthe assumptions of equations (19) 
and (20) behind the singe-index model.11 
This advantage of the simplification using the single-index model as a retum-generating 
process is not without cost. The single-index model expressed by equation (17) says that risks of 
individual securities arise企omtwo sources: market or systematic risk， reflected inβ'iRM and 
fmn-specific risk， ref1ected in ei・ Thissimple dichotomy may oversimplifシfactorsof real-
world uncertainty. For example， itignores industry events， which affect many fmns within a 
single industry but do not influence the macroeconomy as a whole. 
This restriction stems企omthe assumption of equation (20)， which implies that缶百1・specific
10 Elton and Gruber [1995] present a more detai!ed explanation ofthe single-index model and the problems of 
estimating beta in chapter 7. 
1 Sharpe [1963] pointed out the advantage of using this model for practical applications of the Markowitz 
portfolio analysis technique. For a mathematical proof， se Appendix. 
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risk of each security is uncorrelated with others. A les restrictive forrn of the single-index model 
(which lacks the assumption of Cov(ei，e) = 0) is known as the market model. The market 
model is identical to equation (17) except that Cov(ei，e) = 0 is not assumed. Now the market 
model is used extensively in empirical research in finance.12 
As mentioned earlier， inorder to test the empirical perfoロnanceof the CAPM， we have to 
obtain the test equation with ex-post data. Taking expected values for equation (17)， we obtain 
(21) E(R) = ai + β~E(RM) 
where ai and β'i are constant and E(eJニo. Subtracting equation (17)企om(21)， we obtain 
E(R，)-Ri ニ βrE(RM) 一 β~RM 一久
(22) E(兵)= R， +β'iE(RM)一β'iRM-ei
Substituting equation (22) into (5)， we obtain 
f兵号+βrE(RM)一β
(ο23) R，尺'i=RF+β点'i(RM一RF)+e，久I 
This is the model of a forrn with ex-post data， which has been examined using the empirical 
tests ofthe CAPM. Since equation (23) is forrnulated by combining the CAPM with the single-
index model， this model is implicitly based on that assumptions that the CAPM and the single-
index model simultaneously hold in every period and that beta is stable over time. Therefore， the 
hypothesis that should be tested empirically is that beta is positively and linearly related to retum. 
V. Procedures to Test the CAPM 
Basically， there are two types of procedures to test the CAPM. One type is a regression 
using retums and the other is a regression using excess retums. 
The regression based on retums involves a two-step approach. The first step is the time-
series regression. For each of N securities included in the sample， the following equation is 
regressed to estimate security betas. 
(24) Rit =αi+βiRMt+eit 
where Rit and RMI are the rates of retum on security i and on the market portfolio (say， market 
index such as the S & P 500 or TOPIX) in time period t;αi is the intercept，民 isthe beta 
coefficient of security i， and eil are the residuals. The R-squared (R
2
) of the regression of 
equation (24) provides an estimate of the proportion of the risk (v釘iance)of securiザ ithat can 
12 As a result， the market model does not have the advantage of the simple expressions of portfolio risk 
arising under the single-index model. See Elton and Gruber [1995]， p.1 52and Appendix. 
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be attributed to market risk. Thus， the specific risk is captured by the balance ( 1-R2 ).13 
According to equation (23)， the test equation ofthe CAPM can be rewritten as 
(25) Ri = RF (l一点)+β'iRM+鳥
A comparison ofthe estimated values ofthe intercept ai to RF(l一月)provides a measure of the 
securiザsperformance during the period of the regression， relative to the CAPM. ¥弓len
ai = RF(l-βi) ，security i did as well as expected on the basis of the CAPM during regression 
period. If ai > RF (l一月)， security i did be肘 r than expected. Conversely， if 
aiく RF(l一点)， security i did worse than expected. The difference between ai and 
RF(l一点)， given the average market return and the security's beta， isreferred to as Jensen's 
alpha， which is one ofthe risk-adjusted performance measures.14 
The second step is the cross-sectional regression. Now we present the following regression 
modeI. 
(26) R;I = Y01 + Y1β:i +Y21β，z+YJz+孔
This is the model of Fama and MacBeth [1973] which is the first extensive empirical research 
using a cross-sectional regression methodology. Comparing equation (26) with the test equation 
(23) of the CAPM， we can regard r 01 as an estimate of RF and rlt as an estimate of 
(RM -RF)， the market risk premium. Ifthe CAPM holds， statistically， 
1) 九=RF
2) rl = RM -RF ， which should be positive. 
3) 人=0， which is the hypothesis condition of the linear relationship between the expected 
reωrn on security i and its risk in any efficient portfolio. The variable 民2 in equation (26) is 
included to test this linearity. 
4) 人=0 ， which is the hypothesis of the condition thatβj is a complete measure of the risk of 
security i. The variable Si means some measure of the risk of security i not deterministicaIIy 
related toβ1・
Campbell， Lo and MacKinlay [1997， p.216] point out the usefulness of the FamルMacBeth
approach because it can easily be modified to accommodate additional risk measures beyond the 
13 The R-squared gives the propo口ionof the total variation in the dependent variable ( R;) explained by the 
single explanatory variable ( RM ). Total risk of security is divided into two parts: the market risk and the 
specific risk. The specific risk is a diversifiable risk， and thus， unrewarded in the CAPM. 
14 See Oamodaran [I997]， p.130. 
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CAPM beta.15 ln fact， Fama and French [1992] conducted the asset-pricing tests including 
additional risk measures such as size， book to market equity by using the cross-sectional 
regression approach ofFama and MacBeth [1973]. 
Next， another type of procedure to test the CAPM is regression through the origin. As 
mentioned in Section m， the CAPM can be expressed in terms of expected excess retum (i.e. the 
risk-premium). 
(7) E(Zi) =β'imE(ZM) 
For empirical pu中oses，equation (23) is modified as 
Ri -RF =β';(RM -RF)+ei 
(27) Zi =β'imZM +ei 
and then， the regression equation in the excess-retum market model is expressed as 
(28) Zu =αim +β'imZMt +eu 
where Zu and ZMt are the realized excess retums in time period t for security i and the 
market portfolio， respectively. When the CAPM holds， the intercept αim should be zero. If 
aim is greater than zero， security i does better than expected; conversely， ifαim is less than zero， 
it does worse than expected. 
VI. Summary and Empirical Results 
ln this paper we have considered the CAPM and how to test it empirically. We began with 
examining the testable theoretical implications ofthe CAPM and then， introduced the single-index 
model as a return generation process. Next， inorder to formulate an estimable theoretical model， 
we developed the model of a form with ex-post data by combining the CAPM with the single-
index model. 
A huge amount of empirical research has been conducted since the CAPM was developed in 
the 1 960s. Empirical results have been controversial合omthe beginning and summarizing them 
is one of the most difficult tasks in this field. The test methodology has become more 
sophisticated with the advance of econometrics. Broadly speaking， the early empirical evidence 
was largely supportive ofthe CAPM since it indicated a reliable positive relation between average 
15 CampbeI1， Lo and MacKinlay [1997， p.216] also mention the two m司jorproblems of the Fama-MacBeth 
methodology. There are the error-in・valiablesproblem and the unobservability of the market portfolio. 
The first problem stems仕omthe way in which the regressions is conducted using betas estimated企om
data since the market betas訂enot known and thus the Fama・MacBethmethodology can not be directIy 
applied. 
? ???
retum and beta， although there was some evidence against it. A食erthatラlesfavorable evidence， 
so-called anomalies， has been presented. 
In particular， the paper written by Fama and French [1992] indicating evidence inconsintent 
with the CAPM attracted a great deal of attention in academic circles. Empirical research 
conducted by Fama and French [1992， p.459] concluded that a reliable positive relationship 
between average retum and beta for 1941・1990stocks could not found and the average slope on 
beta for 1966-1990 stocks was close to zero. Moreover， they suggested two variables having 
explanatoηpower regarding retums: size and book value to market value ratio. With the paper 
ofFama and French [1992] as a start， academic discussions focused on whether beta was dead. 
Chan and Lakonishok [1994]角 whosetitle is "Are the Reports of Beta's Death Premature?門，
have drawnれ1v'0implications合omthe CAPM for their empirical tests. One is that high-beta 
stock retums outperform low-beta stock retums， which reveals that beta plays a significant role in 
stock retums. The other is that the compensation for beta risk is equal to the rate of retum on the 
market les the risk-企eerate. 
The results of the cross-sectional regressions between stock (portfolio) reωms and betas vary 
considerably over time. During the period of 1932 and 1991 regression results show that high-
beta stocks outperformed low-beta stocks although the di釘erencewas not as great as the CAPM 
predicts.16 Up until 1982， the estimated compensation for beta risk was strikingly close to the 
realized market premium. However， inthe last nine years the gap between them has widened 
considerably， which means the slope coe釘icientofthe line relating retum to beta has been too flat. 
More interestingly， by picking up the sub-samples ofboth the ten largest down and up market 
months in running the cross-sectional regressions， the results show a close correspondence 
between the average realized premium and the average slope. These strong results should not be 
taken as a proof that， on average， high-beta stocks necessarily e訂nhigher ret町田 than low-beta 
stock. However， toknow the close relationship between beta and downside risk can be useful for 
investors and fund managers because their major concem is downside risk. In this sense the 
importance of the beta stil remains. 
Chan and Lakonishok [1994] have accepted that the empirical support for beta was never 
柑 ong. This is because of the di伍cultiesunderlying empirical research such as the influence of 
"noise" on stock retums， the lirnitations of the available data， the choice of time period， 
16 The estimated average compensation for beta risk is 0.47% per month and the average excess re知mon the 
market is 0.76% per month. See Chan and Lakonishock [1994]， p.169. 
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unobservability of the true market portfolio， and the specific behavioral and institutional factors 
unrelated to risk.17 However， they have concluded that sufficient evidence to dump beta could 
not be obtained合omtheir empirical work. 
Appendix 
Implementation of the mean-variance approach to portfolio analysis requires investors to 
calculate portfolio retums and risks， given the expected retums， the variances， and the covariances 
ofthe underlying individual securities. In examining any portfolio that consists of n securities， 
the expected retum and variance of any risky portfolio with weights in each security Wi are 
(1) E(Rp) = L ws(RJ 
(2)σ/ = Lw/a/+ L Lw;wjσ 
n(n-l) 
The total number of parameters to be calculated is 2n +一一一， because it comprises 
2 
n estimates ofthe expected retums E(ベ)， 
n estimates of the expected retums σf，and 
n(n-l) ーヲ~estimates of covariancesσ。betweeneach pair of underlying蹴 U向 retums.
For instance， when n = 200， the number of parameters to be calculated is 20300. Therefore， the 
mean-variance approach requires calculating an exceedingly large number of parameters in the 
case of portfolios including a number of securities. 
Now we derive the expected retum， the variance and the covariance of securities by using the 
single-index model as a retum generating process. First， the expected retum on sec町 ityi is: 
(3) E(R;) = E[a; +β';RM +e;] 
= E(α;)+E(βiRM)+ E(eJ 
=α;+β;RM 
where a; and βj are constant， R; = E(RJ is the average retum on security i， and E(eJ = O. 
Second， the variance ofthe retum on security i is: 
17 Papers by Roll [1977] and [1978] criticized the usefulness of the CAPM because of its dependence on an 
unobservable market poロfolioofrisky asets. 
? ?? ?
(4)σ/ =E(Rj-Ry 
Substituting for Rj and Rj合omequation (4) yields 
(5)σf=E[αj+β'jRM +e;)一(αj+βjRM)]2
= E[βj(RM -RM)+ej]2 
=β!/E(RM -RM)2 +2β!jE(RM -RM )ej + E(eY 
By definition， variances of鳥 andRM are 
(6) E(eY =σJ and 
(7) E(RM -RM)2ニσM2
Substituting for equation (6)， (7) and Cov(ej. RM) = E[ej (RM -RM)] = 0 into equation (5)， 
2 2 (8)σj-民σu-+σej
Third， the covariance between security i and security j can be expressed as 
(9)σij = E[(Rj -Rj )(Rj -R)] 
Substituting for Rj' Rj' Rj and Rj into equation (9) yields 
(10)σij = E[(αj+β'jRM +ej)一(αj+β'jRM)]・[(αj+β'sM+e)一(αj+βjRM)]
= E[β'j(RM -RM) + e;].[β'/RM -RM)+ej] 
=β，β!s(RM -RM/+β'jE[(RM -RM)ej]+β's[(RM -RM )ej] + E(eje) 
=βrβjσM2 
since the last three terms are zero. 
The main merit of the single-index model stems 仕omequation (10). Now that we need not 
directly calculate al the pairs of correlation coefficients between securities， we can calculate them 
simply as the product ofthe betas ofthe securities， multiplied by the variance ofthe market index. 
Therefore， the total number of parameters to be calculated is 3n + 2 ， because it comprises 
n estimates of the expected retums E( Rj) ， 
n estimates of the expected reれrrnsσf，
n estimates of beta coefficients点，and 
2 estimates of the expected value and the variance of the ret凶nson the market index. In the 
case of n = 200， the number of parameters to be calculated fals合om20300 to 602. 
This is the advantage of using the single-index model as a retum generating process， which 
enables investors to relieve the burden of implementation by reducing dramatically the number of 
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parameters they must estimate. 
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